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Fully Customizable Ride &
Rental Marketplace
With the surge in on-demand applications, the ride-hailing
service market has gained the momentum to offer a seamless
and hassle-free user experience. With the ride and rental
applications, users don’t have to undergo the irksome account
of waiting for a ride while going through a complex ride booking
process. From bike rental, car rental, bicycle rental, to all sorts of
ride services, Cerebrum Infotech has got your back with its
custom ride and rental software.

Introducing dynamic
ride and rental app
solutions
It’s time to offer your customers with the much-required ease,
convenience, and comfortable ride sharing and rental solutions.
Deploying the highly scalable and intuitive ride and rental
applications can streamline the major ride and rental operations
in one place and make lives easier and smarter for passengers
and the drivers as well.
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Users don’t need a
bloated renting app, but
a user-friendly app
From a taxi ride, moto ride, boat ride, e-scooter sharing, bicycle
sharing, rentals, car rental, moto rental, to boat rental, customers no
more prefer a complicated ride and rental app, but expect an app
that has a simple user-interface and make a booking quickly and in
a hassle-free manner. This is what we realized and made the
redoubled efforts to work on it.

Understanding the
Current Scenario
Beginning with preliminary research, we emphasized on
analyzing the market scenario, the pain points of the customers,
expectations, and the solutions. Though ride and rental services
are accessible to the customers, unlike the traditional methods,
we could see a potential opportunity for building a better

solution from the existing ones where users can experience
hassle-free, convenient, rapid, secure, and comfortable
ride-booking services. In the present market, users don’t choose
an app that has countless functionalities and is difficult to
navigate through; rather, they love using an app that offers a
hassle-free and convenient app journey.
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Product Ideation
With the set of brainstorming and lateral thinking strategies, we
analyzed what users and drivers went through and came up with
ideas that could be merged together to create a next-gen ride and
rental app solution. From the payment model, hassle-free booking,
customer feedback, scalability, to multiple ideations assisted us in
refining our product and fitting the diverse market needs

Real-time & Accurate
Tracking
The product is all about full transparency and giving the power
in customer’s hands. Passengers and

drivers can navigate the routes in real-time, find the shortest
and traffic-free routes, and track the entire

trip in real-time. Minute accuracy is implemented for better
clarity and comprehension of the area and

reach the destination safely within the expected time.

Hassle-free Ride booking
process

The majority of the time, users complain about getting lost in the app while searching for basic

functionality in the app. To overcome this, we ensured that our product is fully equipped with hassle-free

and convenient ride-booking and experience smart rental solutions. Bringing the entire ride-sharing and

rental services at the fingertips of the users is the major objective that we have achieved smartly.

Key Functionalities
Ride Sharing

Route Selection

You can earn extra money with the
ride-sharing functionality and earn while
you are driving to your destination. Give a
ride to people on the same route and earn
extra.

Schedule a Trip

Drivers and riders can navigate through
the shortest route to their destination and
follow that route to reach the earliest.

Heat Maps
The heat map functionality enables
drivers to identify the demand in a
particular area. Since the heat maps use
live traffic insights, you can get rid of
traffic congestion.

Riders can even experience the ride

scheduling feature where they can
schedule an upcoming ride in advance to
avoid the last-minute hassle.

Manage Rides

Intuitive Dashboard

Admins can keep track and browse
through the important details about
drivers and riders and manage rides in
real-time and in a hassle-free manner.

Drivers can go through their daily, weekly,
and monthly reports and find other
information over the dashboard- trip
history, reviews, canceled rides, upcoming
rides, and so on.
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Development Methodology

Agile approach was used for meeting the software development
requirements, through the collaborative effort of self-organizing and
cross-functional teams, with constant updates and feedback from the
clients or end-users. This supported adaptive planning, evolutionary
development, early delivery, and continual improvement while
encouraging flexible responses to change.
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Our experts realized the pain points of customers who don’t get

easy access to the ride and rental services and the service providers
who are on the hunt for the ideal platform to get the attention of
potential customers. Introducing a custom and automated ride and
rental software backed by next-gen technology was the ideal
approach that could cater to all these demands perfectly.
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Technology Stack
Technologies to conceptualize our thoughts: Technology Stack is the main driving factor to convert our
idea and make it functional; while focussing on the best user experience, security, and fluency during
functional workflow and operations.
Area
Programming Language


Swift 4, 5


Core Java, Kotlin


NodeJS


Framework


iOS SDK


Android SDK


Express



Storyboard and Xib



XML, Android Layout editor


EGS, HTML, Javascript, 

Jquery, Ajax

SQLite 3 [Core Data as 

wrapper f ramework]

SQLite 3, Room


MySQL Sequilized


Xcode 10


Android Studio3.1 

VS Code 

MacOS 10.14 



Windows 10 



Windows 10 




User Interface

Database

IDE

Operating System




QA/QC PROCESS

Idea Inception

Business analysis
Screening and Evaluation

UI Designs

Wiref rames, Prototypes

Maintenance/
Upgrades

Go-to-market
strategy

Testing

Product Launch

Security Protocols:

Agile

Development

Deployment

Tools Used

Over the network 

data encryption

OS-Level Restrictions

Network Security


Port Management

Physical Access
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Deployment
Resource
Web Server/ 
App Server

Dev

QA

UAT

Prod

4 Core Processor


4 Core Processor


8 Core Processor


16 Core Processor


8 GB RAM, 100 GB

8 GB RAM, 100 GB HDD


8 GB RAM, 100 GB

8 GB RAM, 100 GB

HDD Single

Single Instance


HDD


HDD


Multiple Instances

Multiple Instances (2)


(2); Auto scaling


Auto scaling; micro

Instance


services

Database (RDS)

8 Core Processor


8 Core Processor


8 Core Processor


8 Core Processor


8 GB RAM, 300 GB

8 GB RAM, 300 GB


8 GB RAM, 300 GB


16 GB RAM, 500 GB


SSD


Single Availability

Single Availability

Multiple Availability

Single Availability

Zone


Zone


Zones


Zone
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We are trusted across the globe for our remarkable cloud services & platforms. Our solution helps businesses around the
world by providing technology solutions with three main goals:
Increase in Return of investment for our client

Using a technology-based solution to increase business efficiency and productivity.

Simplifying the processes for the business and the end-user.

Cerebrum InfoTech is a certified company providing Software Development, Mobile Application Development,
Web/Desktop/Enterprise Solution Development services to businesses worldwide. We conceive, design, develop and
implement applications across scale and platforms, and leverage cutting edge technologies to deliver solutions that address
our clients’ business challenges. We are globally accepted and have highly satisfied clients in major geographies like the USA,
UK, Australia, and Europe (Denmark, Netherlands, Belgium, Norway) and parts of the Middle East as well.

